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Chapter 1 

There was a sense of great hope inside the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...that following the liberation of that great depository of technology and 
knowledge from future eras, there would be no more trouble from invading end 
cap armies from hyperspace, zombie apocalypses, eco-do-gooders, domineering 
robots from the future, delusional dictators, and any pesky time storms. In 
short, everyone - curators, staff, and visitors alike... 

 

...wanted everything to be ‘Business as Usual’ - preferably until the end of 
time. None more so than the heroic Earplug Brothers who were busy 



reacquainting themselves with the great edifice. They particularly enjoyed 
running up and down the Up and Down ramps… 

 

As they traversed the fifth set of Up ramps they encountered their Auntie 
Doris, who was walking with her boyfriend, K'plank the Space Wanderer, who 
had recently re-grown his cranial hair, and looked years younger… 

 

Not that the boys recognised him of course, because he'd left his space helmet 
inside his quarters, and now closely resembled the Shakespearian actor, Brian 
Blasted. 

"How ya doing, Brian, man?" Chester said by way of greeting. 

K'plank decided to ignore the unintentional slur, and duly told the brothers 
about a new exhibit that was very nice for ear lobes. Intrigued by the space 
wanderer's description, the Earplug Brothers made their way directly to a vast 
hall - the existence of which had eluded them previously... 



 

"Gosh, this hall is vast." Chester observed. 

Rudi also made the observation that it was unfinished - particularly at one end 
where a large lump of some unidentifiable material lay inert but threatening. 

"Look up at the roof, guys." Miles urged the others. "It's spectacular!" 

So they did. And indeed Miles was correct: the roof was delightfully vaulted in a 
manner that would thrill even the dullest of earplug minds... 

 

"What I don't understand," Valentine said, once he'd got over the sight of the 
fabulous roof, "is why K'plank said this place is nice for ear lobes. Sho’nuf it's a 
mystery that stumps me entirely, man." 

Magnuss had an idea... 



 

"Let's whistle and clap." He suggested. "That might get someone's attention." 

So they did, and a few moments later the air was full of fabulous fireflies that 
had evolved in an era that lay far into the future... 

 

Without hesitation the fireflies swarmed up the boy's trouser legs; out through 
they shirt collars; and congregated together behind their ears - perfectly 
silhouetting their lug holes in a pink glow to anyone who cared to look. 

"Wow, man." An impressed Rudi exclaimed. "I aint never seen nothing like that 
before. It must be great - living in the future!" 



"Yeah – what a groove." Valentine agreed wholeheartedly, "Bright pink ears. I 
wonder what other exhibits this 'new and improved' Museum of Future 
Technology has in store for us!" 

Valentine didn't have long to wait for an answer. "Hey, man," Rudi said as he 
joined his brother who was looking at a mysterious cubicle-like device, "what's 
this?" 

 

Magnuss, Chester, and Miles were wary. They warned their older brothers to 
avoid the machine. But Rudi ignored them, and read the attached instruction 
plaque. 

"It says it's a rejuvenator." He told the others. "I wonder what it rejuvenates, 
man." 

"I know what I'd like rejuvenated." Valentine grumbled as he stepped into the 
strange cubicle. “I can’t eat apples anymore coz of my wobbly teeth.” 

He was even less amused as the machine went to work on him... 

 



“Argh.” He yelled loudly as his eyes lit up like twin beacons of startlement. 

But as quickly as it had begun, the machine ceased its ministrations. The result 
of those few seconds astonished the watching brothers... 

 

"Val, baby," Rudi exclaimed, "you look so young and fresh - just like you did 
when we arrived at the museum for the first time, but after we went through 
the Tunnel Temporale and visited the Nineteen Seventies, of course. Far out, 
man!" 

In fact Rudi was so impressed with Valentine's youthful appearance that he 
couldn't shove him out of the way quickly enough... 

 



"Right on!" He yelled as the futuristic Rejuvenator replaced each and every one 
of his body cells in the time it took to read a single, grammatically suspect 
paragraph from a local newspaper. And when its task was complete... 

 

...Rudi stepped from the machine with a nimbleness that had long been 
forgotten... 

 

Unfortunately it wouldn't work for the other brothers - probably because they 
were considerably younger than either Rudi or Valentine. So they left with a 
slight feeling of disappointment... 



 

Chapter 2 

Meanwhile, far away in the mountain top monastery of Lemon Stone... 

 



...there were some extremely fed-up monks... 

 

Because of their relative youth, they were bored-stupid with the life that they 
had to endure in the Order of the Holey Vest... 

 



Being pink and monk-like meant that they couldn't watch live football games 
without getting beaten up at half time and having hot-dogs shoved up their 
noses. Naturally this frustrated the heck out of them. On this particular day, 
Brother Pedro Agonista was standing in front of a religious effigy with Brother 
Rodney Bunting... 

 

...when Pedro said something that shook Rodney to the core of his being: 

"Let us pray to the Great Toad of All Earplugs." 

 



He then explained: "Maybe its wisdom can offer us a hint regarding what we 
should do with the remainder of our miserable lives." 

Rodney thought back to earlier in the day - to when he and Pedro had stood at 
the edge of a great chasm... 

 

...and how he'd felt nauseous and wanted to throw up. He also recalled how, 
several days previous, he and Pedro had been forced to go rope climbing during 
a blizzard because the Father Superior had left his tea cosy in a mountainside 
hut... 

 

He also recalled the ingratitude that followed when they returned with it all 
covered in ice and frozen mountain plugmutt muck. 

"Yah," he said firmly, "let's do it!” 

Their decision made, Pedro and Rodney had a quick pray; then they set off... 



 

...to persuade two other enormously dissatisfied monks - those being Brother 
Augustus Belch and Brother Flaccidus Aroma, both of whom worked in the giant 
cactus garden… 

 

- when they weren't praying, singing monotone psalms, or wiping the Father 
Superior's bottom - or other boring monkish stuff. 

 



"Sometimes," Brother Augustus said miserably, "I feel like throwing myself upon 
the vicious spikes of these giant cacti - or is that cactuses? Hopefully my holey 
vest will then become so torn that I'll curl up in the cold mountain breeze, and 
perish." 

Brother Flaccidus felt much the same way - though he preferred over-dosing on 
cyanide instead of a lingering demise upon the mountainside. 

"Let's do it now." Augustus yelled. "Yeah – you never know, I might even enjoy 
the pain." 

"Hmmm." Flaccidus mused. "It couldn't be any worse than being a monk until 
the end of time. Have you considered non-prescription pain killers as an 
alternative?" 

Fortunately for the two young monks, Pedro and Rodney were just around the 
corner... 

 

Even more fortunately for Augustus and Flaccidus, they were easily convinced 
in the wisdom of following Pedro and Rodney to the central plaza... 



 

...where, as the shadows lengthened, the evening sun warmed them.... 

 

"We prayed to the Giant Toad, and then I got this great idea." Rodney said. "I 
think that we should all get together to see what lies beyond the mountains 
that surround Lemon Stone." 

Relieved that prolonged suicide need not now be their only option, Augustus 
and Flaccidus were all for it. But Pedro wanted details: specifics. So the 
shadows lengthened further... 



 

"Perhaps we should consult other young monks." Rodney suggested. "Specifics 
aren't my strong suit." 

So, returning to the monastery grounds, the four monks selected others with 
whom they felt sufficiently comfortable to discuss the matter. Naturally they 
gathered around the communal urinal... 

 

"But - but," one of them stuttered in shock, "normal earplugs will point and 
laugh at our diminutive pink bodies and our feeble musculature!" 



"That's right." Another chicken-hearted monk cried out. "They'll say 'call that a 
muscle? I've seen more aesthetically pleasing ones drop out of a jar of cockles 
at the local fish shop!' They will: - you mark my words."  

Now, although Lemon Stone was largely a male preserve, there were a small 
number of females present. These were known as ‘nuns’. Buttox Barkingwell 
was one such 'nun' - albeit a trainee one - and as she leaned against a cold 
stone wall, she daydreamed of nothing in particular whilst the brothers chatted 
animatedly... 

 

After a while the young monk's words began to impinge upon Buttox' essentially 
'girly' mind. 

"Ooh," she said as she returned to her part-time job as a receptionist in the 
Punting-Modesty Nosepuncher XL5 Attack Craft showroom, which was the 
monastery's only means of generating income… 

 



…"that's given me something to think about after-hours tonight." 

So, after the showroom had closed, and Buttox had finished dusting the XL5's 
promotional posters... 

 

...she placed the abacus in the abacus cupboard; switched off the lights... 

 

...put on her novelty sombrero... 

 



...walked down the long dark tunnel that led from the technical sales 
catacombs - into the evening light outside... 

 

...and questioned her existence. 

"Why am I here?" She asked herself. 

Of course she received no answer because she had never been anywhere; done 
anything; and knew diddally squat about sod-all. So she went to ask the advice 
of the Three Wise Earplugs, who sat together in a simple unadorned room with 
a solitary electric light bulb to both light and heat it.... 

 



They told her that she was only a border-line nun, and actually had a chance 
of, one day, being a normal earplug. They also suggested that - as a 
receptionist - she left much to be desired, and, in fact, she was a really useless 
nun. So they told her to go find the famous Doctor Snippentuck to get herself 
spruced-up and looking lovely. 

Buttox said, "Thank you, Three Wise Earplugs; I'll have to think about that." 

That night... 

 

...the disgruntled monks reconvened in the central plaza. By the light of the 
bright full moon they lay their plans upon the metaphorical table... 

 



As they did so, Buttox Barkingwell lay upon her uncomfortable, straw-filled 
paillasse, and tried to watch a space opera shoot-em-up on her low-resolution 
cathode-ray tube television... 

 

But she couldn't settle. It wasn't her flea-ridden bed that irked her into 
restlessness. It wasn't even the putrid special effects of the TV show that were 
so bad that Buttox could have done a better job with a tube of toothpaste and a 
box of matches. It was her troubled mind. So she got up; yawned hugely… 

 

...and looked out of the window at the silent monastery grounds outside, in 
seek of inspiration... 



 

Chapter 3 

Meanwhile, upon a dusty plain far below the mountain upon which Lemon 
Stone stood proudly... 

 

...among the vast ridge mountains... 

 



...there lived a complete wally by the name of Don Quibonki... 

 

…who dreamed that one day he would become a great conquistador - but didn't 
know how he was going to do it. He lived in a stone tower upon the 
aforementioned dusty plain... 

 



In an adjacent apartment lived the Quibonki family's faithful retainer - who was 
paid handsomely to act as Don's valet and confidant. His name was Panta 
Lonez... 

 

...and, like Don, he enjoyed riding his plugmutt all over the dusty plain. 

At night, when the dusty plain had grown silent, save for the chirrup of crickets 
and the incessant sodding racket made by serenading cicadas... 

 



...Don Quibonki would suffer terrible dreams - such as being surrounded by 
peas... 

 

Other times his night terrors would include the image of complete strangers 
watching him whilst he sat upon the toilet... 

 

More often the peas of his dreadful dreams would still be inside their bulging 
pods... 

 



On alternate nights Don would be plagued by dreams about his most favourite 
earplug in all the whole wide world - that being the former bounty hunter, 
Hair-Trigger Provost... 

 

But mostly he would simply dream of peas... 

 

...which was strange, because there was no history of pea farming in his family. 

So when he awoke in the morning, he would require a means by which he could 
be reminded of his own identity. Or, in other words, he needed a sign to 
remind his addled brain who he was... 



 

After a particularly torrid night, Don decided that he'd had enough of this 
nonsense. He was also fed up with riding around the plain upon his plugmutt. 
Looking out of his upper window he fancied he’d spotted a mountain peak 
protruding through the clouds... 

 



"If there is such a place," he said to the empty room, "I shall discover it. I shall 
conquer it. And I shall be Don Quibonki - conquistador!" 

Well, later that day, Don and his trusty valet, Panta Lonez, set forth upon their 
great adventure aboard their plugmutt steeds Gargantua and Tepid...   

 

At that precise moment, Brothers Augustus, Flaccidus, Pedro, and Rodney were 
slipping out of the monastery - hopefully unseen... 

 

Unfortunately they were unsuccessful, and several monks awaited them beside 
The Chapel of the Holey Toadstool... 



 

Even more unfortunately they disapproved of the monk's action. 

"Swines." One of them yelled, barely coherently. "Running out on us - you gits. 
How do you think we'll cope with all that praying and cactus-keeping without 
your input?" 

"Not to mention rope climbing and bottom-wiping." Another added - only 
slightly less vociferously. 

Pedro decided to take the metaphorical bull by the metaphysical horns: 
"Couldn't care less." He lied - before adding; "Now get out of our way, or we'll 
beat you up."   

With the threat of physical violence, the other monks made their farewells. 
"Sod off then, you vile creatures." One of them said, before turning his back 
upon them in disgust... 

 



Pedro seethed. "Silly bleeders." He ground out between his snarling incisors. 

 

Then he grew even more annoyed as more monks spurned them... 

 

"What are you worried about?" He snapped at Augustus. "It's not like you're 
coming back or anything. This is it, brother: you're a brother no more. Your 
days at Lemon Stone are ended." 



Meanwhile, back in the Museum of Future Technology…  

 

…End Cap engineers from the K T Woo had set to work creating simplified 
G'neerbots, so that the genuine articles could enjoy brief periods of 'down 
time' occasionally... 

 

But because they were integrating technology into the 'simpletons' that had 
been stolen from the future robots, they thought it best to take precautions - 
in the shape of an atomic cannon in the corner of the engineering lab... 



 

…just in case the simple G'neerbots went all wonky and attacked their creators. 
But, as their latest feat of engineering's headlights sprang into incandescence... 

 

...End Cap tensions began to evaporate – and now they felt foolish for having 
left the laboratory door open, through which they’d planned to flee in terror.  

The new G'neerbots were surprised by their existence... 

 



"What were we, before we became what we are now?" They asked. 

No one was feeling particularly philosophical that morning, especially the End 
Cap engineers who were - if nothing else - a practical lot, and duly remained 
mute. So the newly-minted pseudo-G'neerbots were sent directly to their 
construction tasks in an unfinished part of the museum - without any 
indoctrination of any kind; shown a trowel; and simply told to get on with it... 

 

"What is the meaning of our existence?" They would ask each other. 

"What is the origin of our intellect?" They would inquire of inanimate objects - 
like walls and holes in the floor... 

 



"Is this an open-sided service elevator?" They would ask of the open-sided 
service elevator... 

 

And they would make observations, such as... 

 



…"Flipping heck - from up here it's a long way down there: can anyone 
calculate the acceleration figures for this type of gravity field?" 

But the original G'neerbots, who really should have been showing the new-
comers what to do, cared not one jot. They were headed for a fast food outlet 
for a bowl of curried beans... 

 

Don Quibonki, meanwhile, had made good progress across the dusty plain. He 
pulled up short when his sharp eyes espied a fabulous windmill upon an 
otherwise featureless plateau... 

 



"Let's get closer." He said to Panta. 

So they did... 

 

Despite waiting almost thirty seconds, no one appeared at an upper window to 
wave and greet them. Consequently Don grew angry: 

"How dare they?" He roared as he dismounted from Gargantua and hammered 
upon the oaken door that was so thick that it could easily shrug off a nuclear 
war and outlast eternity... 

 



"Open this door instantaneously!" He bellowed. 

"What are you wanting, you obnoxious git?" A voice squeaked from inside the 
windmill. 

"I am Don Quibonki: conquistador. I demand entry." 

"This is a mill, you blind twit." The voice informed them as its owner grew more 
confident. "You wanna go pee; you go behind that bush over there. Now sod 
off!" 

This response flummoxed Don. He'd expected the door to open welcomingly 
and for a cup of warm herbal tea to be thrust into his chill hands. 

"Perhaps we had better leave." Panta suggested. "Before the miller gets really 
annoyed and empties the contents of his potty out of that window above us." 

It was a good idea, and Don ran with it. In fact he ran as quickly as his saddle-
sore legs would allow... 

 

A short while later they encountered more windmills. And Don experienced the 
same lack of respect at every one of them... 



 

"Obviously they don't recognise a would-be hero and conqueror when they see 
one." Panta suggested." 

So they continued in much the same vein until day's end... 

 

...where they encountered a miller, who had been warned about them by 
means of semaphore flag. He came to the door with... 



 

...the biggest bloody lance in all creation, and said to Don: "If you don't sod off, 
I'm gonna shove this lance right up your right nostril - and wiggle it." 

Being a wise conquistador who knew when he was beaten, Don beat a hasty 
retreat... 

 



...but not before a local reporter managed to get a snap of him for the Dusty 
Plain Gazette... 

 

"We head for the hills now, no?" Panta suggested. 

"We head for the hills now, sí." Don confirmed. "And we don't stop until we find 
that mountain top city I imagined. 

Chapter 4 

Long into the night did Don and Panta spur Gargantua and Tepid ever higher 
into the mountains. As a new day dawned they paused to rest and devour a few 
rough husks of bread that Panta had thought to bring along, tucked discretely 
down the back of his coarse britches. But as they remounted their plugmutts, a 
break in the cloud cover exposed a tremendous view to the eyes of the would-
be conquistador... 

 



"By the Saint of All Earplugs," Don's voice echoed through the snowy canyons, 
"Behold!" 

Panta Lonez joined his master as they raised their eyes skyward... 

 

"Ooh-er." He whimpered. "That don't half look big." 

It was the under-statement of Panta’s life: because, etched proudly against the 
sky, stood the granite-built mountain top monastery of Lemon Stone... 

 



"Best speed, Gargantua," Don cried out as he dug his spurs into the flanks of his 
mighty plugmutt, "for we must arrive before the sun goes down!" 

Meanwhile, going in the opposite direction, the four departing monks had been 
intercepted by many sad, unhappy, earplugs who implored them to stay within 
the hallowed walls of the safe haven known as Lemon Stone - and, as a 
consequence, were late for their appointment with fate. But eventually they 
crossed the river that was used to flush the monastery lavatories... 

. 

As they climbed up towards the path that led to the artisan workshops and 
cottage industry region of Lemon Stone, Pedro had the grim satisfaction of 
knowing that there was now no way back for them… 

 



They had handed in their security passes, and had endured having a rubber 
stamp applied to their left bum cheeks that read 'Reject'. They hadn't burned 
any bridges in a literal sense; but metaphorically the structures were all aflame 
- whilst the metaphysical fire brigade played tidally winks in the back yard. He 
was also pleased with his foresight to pack a tent: night was almost upon them. 

Speaking of night; darkness had fallen in earnest as Don and Panta rode into the 
outer reaches of Lemon Stone's light industrial region... 

 

"That climb was long and arduous." Don complained. "And I really need an 
enormous poop." 

"Look." Panta exclaimed as he stood up in Tepid’s saddle and pointed towards 
an artisan's workshop... 

 



..."Someone is working late. Perhaps they will let you use their lavatory. You 
could always offer to pay for the toilet tissue - especially if they have the 
expensive wet variety that doesn’t flush well." 

It was a fabulous idea, so they tied the plugmutts to a convenient post; then 
knocked politely... 

 

When no reply was forthcoming, Don eased the door open… 

 



Entering the well-lit artisan's workshop, Don and Panta were baffled by the 
equipment found there... 

 

Then they stumbled upon a strange amber 'goo' that had been whipped into a 
paste and left to drip... 

 

Their surprise quickly degenerated into disgust as a vile stench assaulted their 
olfactory systems, and made their noses curl inward... 



 

And the further into the artisan's emporium of stench they went, the worse it 
got... 

 

Then Panta found a batch of goo that had clearly disappointed the artisan... 



 

But worse was to follow as they discovered the artisan's dead body... 

 



Initially Don and Panta concluded that the artisan had died whilst stirring a 
particularly obnoxious sample of amber goo. And when they sniffed tentatively 
at the mix, the pong merely confirmed their hypothesis. Panta looked 
heavenward, and prayed to the Saint of All Earplugs for the departed soul of 
the goo-stirring artisan... 

 

"I wonder what killed him." Panta said when he'd finished. "His body appears 
undamaged." 

Much to Panta's surprise, Don thought he knew the answer. Producing a Geiger 
counter from a rucksack, he switched it on... 

 



"Panta," he bellowed above the rabid clicking that emanated from the device, 
"this amber goo is radioactive. Praise be to the Saint of All Earplugs!" 

"Radioactive?" The surprised valet inquired. "Is that good?" 

 

"I'll say it is!" Don replied excitedly. "It might be a potential source of power. 
This stuff could be worth a fortune!"   

So Panta prayed once more to the Saint of All Earplugs... 

 



This time it was to give thanks for the gift of amber goo, which Don now 
claimed as bounty. His only problem was transporting the muck safely from 
where they were now - to where they might be in the near future. For a 
moment he was flummoxed; but the appearance of their nosey plugmutts in the 
doorway gave Don an idea... 

 

"I know," he said triumphantly, "for now we'll hide it by shoving it up our 
plugmutt's nostrils. Then we go find a bed for the night. What with all this 
riding and excitement, I’m really worn out.” 

Panta was less than convinced by his master's plan; but he was glad they he no 
longer wished to conquer Lemon Stone and, quite possibly, get them both 
thrown from the battlements for their transgressions. "Yeah." He replied. "Go 
for it!" 

As a result of the delay caused by Gargantua and Tepid rearing up in horror at 
the suggestion that radioactive material should be inserted into their nasal 
cavities for safe keeping, the two earplugs arrived after full darkness had 
descended upon the village that lay beneath the mountain peak and the 
monastery proper... 

 



Dismounting, Don placed his novelty conquistador helmet that he’d won at the 
Dusty Plain End of Year Farting Contest upon his head... 

 

"You go book the plugmutts into a stable." He instructed Panta. "I'll just make a 
flying visit to the public house." 

Panta was confused by this. "Public house?" He queried. "What does one do in a 
public house?" 

Don didn't really want to explain to the un-worldly valet. "Um," he tried to 
answer his faithful retainer, "you know that the monastery is run by monks, si?" 

Panta nodded uncertainly. "Sí." He replied. 

"Well," Don continued hesitantly, "apart from the sales of advanced weapons of 
war, the Order of the Holey Vest has very few means of earning a living. This is 
a very big edifice, you know. The water, sewerage, and electricity bills must be 
monumental. So they need to top up their income in some way" 

"So?" Panta urged his master as he backed away... 

 



"Well," Don continued - edging towards the red front door, "they have a sub-
order that's run by monks who have great skills for fermenting mountain 
lichens." 

Panta nodded knowledgeably. "Nuns." He said. 

"Yes, Panta, that's right. Well done. Well this order is known as the Sisters of 
the Swollen Bladder: and I intend to get well and truly bladdered. Or drunk, by 
any other name. See you in the morning: you can bed down with the plugmutts; 
they'll keep you nice and warm." 

Don's explanation failed to register with Panta; but the valet - inexperienced in 
the ways of the world - didn’t want to appear to be a complete innocent 
abroad; so he said: "Oh, jolly good." Then he added: "You go do your thing in 
the public house: I'll unwrap my bed roll and finish off that jar of gherkins you 
had hidden in your carpet bag." 

So they went their separate ways... 

 

Chapter 5 

Well, after a long night of untroubled slumbers for Panta Lonez, Gargantua, and 
Tepid; and a riotous night of torrid ale-swigging for Don Quibonki, dawn shone 
brightly upon a pleasant new day in the mountain top village beneath the 
monastery of Lemon Stone. Unfortunately Don was in the act of slipping out of 
the boozer, when he was accosted by the four departing monks... 



 

Former Brother, Pedro, was angered by the stranger in the stupid hat. He may 
have relinquished his position in the order, but he cared for those whom he 
planned to leave behind. "Have you been getting our sisters sozzled?" He 
demanded. 

Don was horrified. He'd always had a 'thing' for nuns and their fabulous 
alcoholic beverages, but the sight of four monks with the word 'Reject' stamped 
upon their backsides startled him and almost stripped him of his ability to 
think. Almost. Pulling himself up to his fullest height and adjusting his novelty 
conquistador helmet, he said: "Cheeky little sod. Do you know who you're 
talking to?" 

Neither of the four friends had the slightest idea. "An ass?" Flaccidus suggested. 

Don ignored him. "I," he began haughtily, "am Don Quibonki: adventurer and 
conquistador!" He then stooped and eyed each former monk closely, before 
adding: "I would have you pay me some respect!" 

He then went on to tell them a load of completely fabricated tales of his 
bravery and derring-do, which included the acquisition of an ankle condition 
that could only be controlled by the consumption of certain ‘nunnish’ medicinal 
fluids. 

"Oh, fine." Rodney replied. "That's alright then. I don’t mind the occasional 
beverage myself – just as long as it’s medicinal." 

Full daylight had arrived by the time that Don concluded more of his 
outrageous stories... 



 

Augustus wanted Don to continue; but he didn't want to delay the conquistador 
any longer than necessary: "Oh how exciting." He gushed. "We're all so envious; 
but I expect you'd like to be on your way now - on to more adventures and 
injuries and nasty skin conditions.” 

Don agreed that he would - very much indeed. 

"Well we hope your scaly ankles get better soon." Rodney said as the monks 
departed upon their own adventure. "Good luck." 

Don's tales were the final impetus - if any were needed - for the four young 
monks to press on. Soon they found themselves passing through the artisans 
and cottage industry quarter. Noticing that the door to the amber goo 
workshop was open, they entered - to find the incumbent artisan dead.... 

 



But upon closer examination they discovered that he was merely unconscious. 
Clearly he had been breathing too heavily whilst stirring the toxic concoction; 
had hyperventilated; and finally collapsed into a coma. 

"Obviously we need to reduce his oxygen uptake." Flaccidus said. Then taking a 
cue from one of Don Quibonki' tall tales, he added, "I know: we can take turns 
sitting on his face!" 

So they did, and a few minutes later... 

 

"Oh how can I ever thank you enough?" The artisan cried with joy and relief - 
after making a rapid and full recovery. 

"Just wish us well." Rodney said as they departed. 

But as they set off along the street towards the path that would lead them 
down the mountainside, the artisan discovered evidence that someone had 
shoved amber goo up a plugmutt's nose right outside his door... 

 



"If you find the thief," he called to the monks, "give the evil devil a kick in the 
head for me, would you?  That batch was the best amber goo I've made in 
years. Had some miscreant not stolen it - it could have been turned into amber 
shards: enough to power an entire squadron of defence fighters in the Museum 
of Future Technology for years!" 

At that precise moment Buttox Barkingwell finally made the decision to quit 
her job at the Punting-Modesty sales office... 

 

She felt really good about it too. So she cast aside her sombrero... 

 

...and set off along the walkway that would carry her to freedom... 



 

Inspired by what she'd heard the 'boys' say the day previous, Buttox was 
determined to find her own way in the world; and vowed never to dust a poster 
of a Nosepuncher XL5 ever again. Or switch off the office lights either! 

Meanwhile Don and Panta were well into their task of traversing the snow-
capped mountains... 

 

But as weather conditions worsened, they were forced to take shelter in an 
emergency bivouac... 



 

"I can't honestly say that I'm overly impressed." Don complained to Panta. "This 
tent is a tad basic - even for an adventurer like me. There's nowhere to take a 
tinkle unobserved." 

The situation could have been worse for Don - had he known that they were 
not alone on the mountain... 

 

Flaccidus, Pedro, Rodney, and Augustus also suffered in the blizzard. 

"Bloody hell - this is ghastly." Pedro bellowed into the face of a gale. "We have 
to find cover. Let's huddle together behind this huge boulder." 



In the emergency bivouac, Gargantua and Tepid began whimpering... 

 

"We wanna go wee." They said with their limited ability to speak Earplug. 

Panta thought this most inconsiderate of their plugmutts; he had (after several 
frustrating minutes of struggling with a box of matches and a bone-dry wick) 
managed to get the storm lantern lit. But Don was allergic to the smell of urine, 
and so he duly sent the plugmutts out into the snow to do ‘the business’. Then, 
after a half-hour had passed, and their mounts were yet to return, Don and 
Panta noted that the wind had slackened, and so decided to go search for 
them... 

 

...where they chanced upon a Mountain Earplug's ice house... 



 

"Oi," the frustrated Don said rudely to the elderly Mountain Earplug who 
answered the door to their insistent knocking, "have you stolen our plugmutts?" 

Surprisingly the old Mountain Earplug took no umbrage. "No," he said 
pleasantly, "but if you’re willing to swap your valet's clean underpants for my 
stained and tatty long johns, I'll show you how to find them." 

Don agreed in an instant; so five minutes later... 

 

"You see this vaguely glowing blue thing?" The Mountain Earplug said as he 
pointed towards an object that looked suspiciously like a plugmutt dropping. 



"This could only have come from the rear end of something that had ingested 
radioactive material - or possibly had amber goo shoved up its nose." 

Don didn't want to admit to anything that might incriminate him in a possible 
crime, so he said, "Oh - can't be our plugmutts then. I guess we'll have to look 
elsewhere. Thanks for your help and advice: we'll be on our way now." 

"You're welcome." The Mountain Earplug replied. "You're always welcome to 
come back too - 'specially Panta there, with his scented underwear. I do so 
enjoy the pong of lavender." 

Panta was less than thrilled at the prospect. "Señor Quibonki." He snapped at 
Don. "Vamos - ahora!" 

A while later Don discovered a second shining dollop of plugmutt poo... 

 

"Yuk." He spat. "This is disgusting. But I think it indicates that we're closing on 
them!" 

A short while later - as they descended from the upper, snowy region of the 
mountain... 

 



...Don spotted something in the distance that brought joy to his heart, and put 
a spring in his step. He saw Gargantua and Tepid grazing on some lichens, and 
(more significantly) a strange desert edifice... 

 

As they closed upon the strange desert edifice, Don's happiness quotient 
increased exponentially with every step. "Ah-ha," he yelled, "just as I thought: 
it's the House of Gits!"... 

 

Meanwhile the four monks had stumbled upon the emergency bivouac. 
Understandably they assumed that it belonged to the amber goo thief... 



 

"I wonder where that thieving bugger disappeared to." Flaccidus wondered. 

“For what he did to the poor artisan, I hope he wandered off and died in the 
snow.” Pedro growled. "And he left the storm lantern lit too: the bloody thing 
is almost out of paraffin. We could have used that ourselves!” 

"Personally I can't wait to slam my sandaled foot into his kneecaps." Augustus 
spat. "It's the least he deserves." 

But without any guilty joints at which to aim their venomous feet, the monks 
continued upon their way... 

 

And before long their gaze fell upon a great building of stone walls and 
precipitous drops. It was the mountain penitentiary of Sloshed Antlers! 



 

As the monks arrived at Sloshed Antlers, Augustus Belch looked down from the 
prison wall into the exercise yard far below... 

 

"Sod that for a game of soldiers." He said in his colloquial way. "I'm glad I'm a 
monk: members of the religious caste are immune from temptation and 
therefore cannot be found guilty of any illegal act and sent to ghastly places 
like this." 

For whatever reason not one of the four former monks made the correlation 
between their roles as ex-religious caste members and the increased likelihood 
of being incarcerated. So, blindly grateful for their freedom, they carried on 
their merry way... 



 

Meanwhile, deep within the dark, cold, bowels of the prison, four male siblings 
and their boss-eyed sister, were locked up in their family cell... 

 

They were known as the Jaundice Family. They were also loathed almost 
universally, and generally treated with disdain - receiving regular beatings 
merely for being ugly. By chance, just as the monks were passing by, the 
lottery of life shone its magnificent light upon them... 

 



Soon two end cap guards accompanied them to an audience with the Governor 
of Sloshed Antlers... 

 

"Due to funding cuts," he began sadly, "I have to reduce the number of inmates 
in this dreadful place of hurt and misery. Every week I will be emptying one 
cell of its trash. This week it’s you - you bunch of hateful wallies." 

But before the siblings could release a collective breath of relief and begin 
counting their meagre blessings, they received a body blow: "But first," the 
Governor added gleefully, "you're gonna have some rehabilitation treatment!" 

So a few brief minutes later all five members of the Jaundice Family were 
failing miserably to enjoy themselves inside the Rehabilitator, which was a 
machine that had been designed to crush, tear, and electrocute any potential 
evil tendencies that resided within an incarcerated earplug's psyche…  

 

Meanwhile, due to changeable weather conditions, the monks had decided to 
back-track to see if they could find a less scary route down from the 
mountain... 



 

Also they didn't like the look of some thermal vents farther along the path... 

 

"Crikey, Pedro." Rodney Bunting called from his position as Tail-End-Charlie. 
"That reminds me very much of a potential volcano!" 

By chance their flight took them to spot upon the wall that looked down upon 
the Jaundice Family as they stood around and wondered what was coming 
next. Of course what was coming next was none other than an intense course 
of hypnotism that was delivered mercilessly by a robotic guard. 

 

Then, after only a few subjective seconds, and to their complete surprise, they 
were freed... 



 

Then they were shown the door and told to get lost and never come back - not 
if they knew what was good for them anyway. 

High above, and unable to find an alternative route, the former monks 
switched direction once again... 

 

By sheerest chance this took them right past the very place where the recently 
released Jaundice Family waited for someone to tell them what to do with 
their new-found freedom... 

 



A short while later Flaccidus got the distinct feeling that they were being 
followed... 

 

But these thoughts were forgotten when... 

 

...Augustus yelled back along track: "Holy heck - it’s like the Father Superior's 
private lavatory bowl: a big boiling cauldron of vile-smelling magma!" 

And it was too! 

 



"What were you saying about being followed, Flaccidus?" Pedro inquired... 

 

But Flaccidus was unable to answer this simple question because he was too 
frightened at the distinct possibility that the inside of the mountain... 

 

...would soon become the outside of the mountain. And despite the improving 
weather, the others weren't too impressed with their immediate environment 
either... 

 



But, through necessity, they edged their way by the vent anyway... 

 

Shortly after that they stumbled upon a murky, brown, and highly toxic 
stream... 

 

…the course of which they followed into a dark and foreboding cave... 

 



...from which they emerged, shortly afterwards, upon a wide flat plain… 

 

 And had they looked behind them, they would have seen the Jaundice Family 
following them - but at a very discreet distance... 

 



Chapter 6 

Meanwhile Buttox Barkingwell had lost her way in the mountains, and so took a 
completely different route to lower ground. This path took her to a place 
where mountain plugmutts grazed and, occasionally, frolicked…  

 

As the former nun approached their grazing ground, carrying her two overnight 
bags with her, the herd fled in terror... 

 

All except one, that is. A plugmutt (that had once been owned by an earplug 
who had stopped beside a bog for a cigarette, and had suffered a myocardial 
infarction which led to her falling into the bog - never to be seen again) 
approached her... 



 

Thrilled to be in the company of an earplug again, the plugmutt was more than 
happy for Buttox to adopt it. It didn’t as much as quiver as she hopped aboard… 

 

Soon they were picking their way across some difficult terrain... 

 



But, as they did so, their passage did not go unnoticed... 

 

After a while Buttox chose to rest in the shade of a broad-leafed mountain palm 
tree... 

 

...where she taught her mount some basic Earplug language. Naturally she 
concentrated on basic phrases such as 'Wanna go wee'; 'Oi, where's my bloody 
dinner?' and 'Sorry, but I appear to have left a pleasantly curled aromatic 
deposit upon your dining room carpet'. Then (after the plugmutt, whom the 
young former nun had named Hooter, had sworn an oath of fealty to Buttox)... 



 

...they were once more upon their way - only to be confronted by a gang of 
vicious, merciless Mountain Bandit End Caps... 

 

"Give us everything you've got." They demanded. "No, not a quick flash of your 
huge green cotton knickers: we mean your valuables. Stuff we can either hoard 
or sell." 

Buttox only had her two overnight bags. "But I only have my two overnight 
bags." She complained... 

 



"Oh," the bandits said in a slightly disappointed tone, "well we suppose that's 
better than a kick up the bum. We'll take 'em." 

So they dispossessed the former nun of her only change of underwear and a 
flowery night-gown, and gave her a smack around the ear for being so poor. 
Then they allowed her to resume her journey... 

 

Following her fortunate escape, Buttox rode Hooter into a strange, ethereal, 
vaguely watery valley - where they encountered a really scary wild boar 
plugmutt... 

 

Naturally Buttox squeaked the word 'Golly!' - before she spun the terrified 
Hooter around upon his heels, and urged him to run like heck. But as the evil 
beast pursued them and began snapping at Hooter's rear end, it became 
obvious to the former nun that it intended to eat her plugmutt - and she grew 
angry... 



 

She was just about to scream, "Go away, you vile creature!" when something 
remarkable happened. The wild boar plugmutt ceased to exist, and in its place 
appeared two God-like corks… 

 

"You are the chosen nun." They spoke as one. "Though you grew angry with the 
wild boar, you did not curse. You did not fall into a pit of despair. And you 
didn't take out the secret gun (that your mother shoved down the back of your 
mountain knickers when you left home), and shoot it dead. Surely you are the 
blessed nun - with a kind heart, clear conscience, and a secret weapon. You 
are The Chosen One." 

Buttox was stunned at the turn of events; and she was pleasantly surprised 
when the corks presented her with a stylish hat that looked vaguely like a 
wig... 



 

"Thank you very much." She said as she plonked it upon her head. “If that’s all, 
I think I’ll be on my way now.” 

"Use it wisely." The corks said as she rode away... 

 

..."for it has the power to influence minds." 

"Goodie." Buttox said to herself sotto voce, "perhaps it will influence some 
handsome fellow to kiss me and perhaps buy me an ice cream. Or he might 
even..." 



 

Buttox could barely sub-vocalise her uncontrollable thoughts. "Or (gulp) he 
might even help me find my secret weapon!" 

So Buttox rode away from the watery valley into a temperate zone where 
plants grew in such profusion that Hooter was forced to eat his way through it. 
It was there that she witnessed a sight of great wonder to her... 

 

For the first time in her short life, Buttox had finally seen a city... 



 

...with wide boulevards, colonnades, open spaces, grand public buildings, and 
things that the young recluse couldn't have imagined, and certainly couldn’t 
name. But as she came closer she could recognise real, living, earplugs going 
about their business... 

 

 Before long Buttox was riding Hooter along one of those fabulous boulevards 
she had seen from the vantage point in the verdant jungle... 

 



She had to pinch her backside several times before she could truly believe that 
she was really there. Eventually, though, she reached an area of the city in 
which plugmutts were banned. So, reluctantly, she gave back her mount’s 
freedom... 

 

Then she was off window shopping... 

 

...which she thoroughly enjoyed...until she saw the prices... 



 

At which point she decided that, perhaps, the city wasn't for her after all. 

Meanwhile - just outside the Museum of Future Technology - the dark and silent 
new entrance... 

 

...suddenly burst into neon life... 

 



Naturally this quickly became big news for miles around. Soon a group of 
turquoise earplugs arrived on the shuttle bus - just in time to be greeted by the 
Robot Ticket Collector... 

 

The earplugs had bought their tickets on-line, but the Robot Ticket Collector 
informed them possession of a valid ticket wasn't enough to guarantee them 
automatic entry into the museum. First, it said, they would have to perform a 
forfeit. 

"Today's your lucky day." It said. "On this grand re-opening - in order to get in -
all we ask of you is to wear a silly hat." 

Keen to see the wondrous exhibits within the building, the turquoise earplugs 
discussed the situation. "How silly?" They asked. 

 

In reply, the Robot Ticket Collector uncovered a pile of pleasant sea-green 
novelty sombreros... 



 

"Aren't they great?" It said through a painted-on smile. 

"Okay," the turquoise earplug's spokesperson said reluctantly as they each 
plucked a sombrero from the pile, "I guess a certain degree of shame is 
acceptable." 

"Excellent," the robotic reply erupted from the robot's speaker grill, "but there 
is one more thing"... 

 

"You'll need to perform selected steps from the Can-Can. Here - let me show 
you a few moves." 

Naturally the turquoise earplugs baulked at this addendum. They desperately 
wanted to say, "Well you know where you can shove that idea." But they didn't: 
they wanted to enter the museum too much. Instead they simply refused to 
dance the Can-Can in the traditional dress - or doing the splits during the 



finale, on the grounds that it would hurt like heck. Fortunately for them that 
caveat was accepted... 

 

Upon completion of the task, the Robot Ticket Collector then allowed them 
ingress to the museum... 

 

Once inside the museum foyer, the turquoise earplugs were approached by the 
kindly and helpful Museum Robot Guide... 

 



"Hi." It said as the earplugs looked around. "May I be of assistance?" 

"Aargh!" The closest earplug exclaimed in quasi-horror. "It's another poxy 
robot. No doubt it wants us to get our kit off, or insert something somewhere. 
So in answer to your inquiry - no, you can't be of assistance. Now sod off!" 

Thereafter things went more smoothly for the new arrivals. Then they spotted 
an equally large group of earplugs approaching from the opposite direction... 

 

"Gee - look." The youngest of the visiting blue Ice-Worlder earplugs whispered, 
"Puce earplugs!" 

To which an older blue earplug retorted: "They're not puce: they're turquoise, 
you ignorant moron. Turquoise!" 

And the youngest member of the turquoise group hissed, "Golly-gosh...I’ve 
never seen teal earplugs before!" 

"No, you boss-eyed butt crack," the oldest turquoise earplug snapped, "they're 
blue. Got that through your thick head? Not teal: blue!" 

But as the two groups passed, the youngest of each group paused to look at the 
other.... 

 

Then, having done so, they stopped to engage in conversation... 



 

"Hello. Um…my mum wears huge underpants." The blue earplug said with a 
smile. "You're terribly pretty and all that: I'm not very experienced with 
relationships and life in general: are you a boy or a girl?" 

"Thank you for noticing me amongst all this technological majesty. My mother 
also tends towards voluminous cacks." The turquoise earplug replied. "You are 
most attractive, by the way. In answer to your enquiry - I'm a girl: what gender 
are you?" 

"I'm a boy." The blue earplug answered. "Though my voice remains unfeasibly 
high-pitched for my age, and sometimes surprises earplugs who do not know 
me." 

"This is good news." The turquoise girl earplug said as her smile broadened. "It 
means that we are compatible." 

"Good news indeed." The blue earplug observed. "It means that we can engage 
upon a relationship. How would you care to embark upon an adventure with me 
in the Museum of Future Technology? Rumour has it, it can be fun." 

"One that we will look back on with affection when we are in our dotage, and 
our youth is but a distant memory, and our lives will have taken us in very 
different directions, you mean?" The turquoise girl earplug inquired. 

"Yes - we will look back longingly at our adventure," the boy earplug said as he 
nodded sadly, "and wonder how things might have been if things didn't work 
out the way they did - if you know what I mean." 

And the girl earplug said, "Yes – I believe it will be character-building." 

 



Chapter 7 

Meanwhile, ever so far away from the Museum of Future Technology, Don 
Quibonki and Panta Lonez were in the act of entering the House of Gits... 

 

Directly inside the door they found a type of vestibule in which two tiny rubber 
creatures sat together upon a huge chair... 

 



"Yo, dudes." The little red-eyed monstrosity called. "What can we do for you?" 

Although the interior of the House of Gits, and its inhabitants, surprised Panta; 
Don was anything but: he'd recognised the building from afar whilst still in the 
foothills of the mountain. He'd read all about it in the Dodgy Dealers Weekly, 
and knew that it was exactly what he was looking for - even if he hadn't 
consciously known that he was looking for anything other than his lost 
plugmutts at the time. 

"Yeah," the yellow-eyed rubber bung, whom Don recognised as one of the 
infamous Ill-Gotten-Gains dealers, Wilton Carpetti and Vinki Vinkleton, growled, 
"coz if it's trouble you're looking for, you've come to the right place!" 

Don stepped forward, and told them that he had a sample of radioactive 
material ensconced within his nostrils... 

 

This information startled the Wheeler-Dealers. They hadn't expected anyone to 
carry dangerous material up their nose. Also they preferred to deal in stolen 
hover pads; dodgy TVs, illegally purloined mag-lift bikes; and silky underwear - 
so this made them feel slightly out of their depth. Nevertheless they weren't 
above turning away potential profit without prior investigation. 

"Follow us." The slightly taller of the two - Wilton Carpetti - instructed his 
visitors. "We'll check it out for potency and harmfulness." 

So moments later Don and Panta followed the strange rubber bungs deeper into 
the bowels of the House of Gits... 



 

The inner workings of the strange, cup-cake shaped, desert edifice were vast 
and impressive... 

 

"Wow," Don uttered as he peered through a thick plate-glass window into a 
chamber for which he couldn't readily recognise a use, "you could mount a 
Moon-shot from here: it's all so technological!” 

“And look at the size of it.” Panta added. “You could fit two badminton courts 
in there. And some ping-pong tables too!” 

Then they found themselves standing before the Potency Testing Machine... 



 

Vinki Vinkleton extracted a sample of the goo from Don's hooter; placed it upon 
a centrally mounted pedestal; brought two electrical poles into close proximity; 
and...zap! 

 

"Try it again." Wilton Carpetti shouted over the noise of the discharge. "That 
might have been a lucky fluke." 

A split second later... 



 

...an equally impressive electrical discharge tore the air asunder: filled the 
room with a crackling sound that assaulted the senses; and set Vinki's chest 
hairs tingling. 

Recovering quickly, Wilton had Vinki try a third test - mainly for harmfulness... 

 

This time the resulting flash was less powerful, but twice as thick. Was it a good 
omen? Don wasn't sure. So when they returned to the vestibule he was 
disappointed to learn that the material was too powerful for the dodgy dealer's 
needs. The House of Gits wasn't equipped to handle such potentially 
destructive goo. He was also told not to hide it up anyone's nostrils anymore - 
not unless he wanted them to produce rabbit droppings for the rest of their 
severely-shortened lives... 



 

"Well," Don said to Panta as they made for the door, "I guess we won't be going 
home straight away: this is defence fighter fuel – of that I’m certain: so, for our 
next destination, it's the Museum of Future Technology for us!" 

The sun was well past its zenith when Don and Panta emerged from the House 
of Gits. But it remained swelteringly hot, and Don thought twice about keeping 
his novelty conquistador's helmet upon his head... 

 



Fortunately night fell quickly in the desert, and it wasn't long before the heat 
of the day was replaced by the chill of the desert night, and both Don and 
Panta were forced to huddle close to their camp fire... 

 

"I like the desert." Panta confessed. "Far from the madding crowd and all that 
jazz. It reminds me a bit of our home in the stone tower." 

 

"Yes," Don nodded his reply, as he reminisced, "but our tower had flushing 
toilets." 

Inevitably the conversation moved on to Don's plans for the amber goo, which, 
despite what the dodgy dealers had told him, he had returned to its temporary 
home behind the septum of his two plugmutts... 



 

"The Museum of Future Technology, Panta." Don said when his valet broached 
the subject. "Apparently it’s always coming under attack from someone who 
wants to steal its super-advanced technology - or rule it like a demigod. They're 
bound to need fuel for their defence fighters: I think we can supply it." 

"Do you know the museum’s location?" Panta inquired. 

"Not exactly." Don answered. "But I'm sure someone in a transfer conduit 
station ticket office will know the address - and, hopefully, sell us two tickets." 

By the most remarkable of coincidences that makes one begin to believe in 
fate, the four former monks were, at that very moment, arriving at the same 
transfer station that Don planned to use. In an otherwise dark and featureless 
desert, the arc lights of Transfer Conduit Station Seven shone like a beacon of 
civilisation to the young pink monks... 

 

"Oh look," Rodney Bunting squealed with delight, "Complimentary mag-lift 
scooters. And they're really cheap too!" 

"If they're complimentary, how come we have to pay for them?" Augustus 
asked, reasonably enough... 



 

"I think that in this particular case," Flaccidus answered, "complimentary refers 
to the scooter's on-board computer programming. I think you'll find that when 
the ignition key is turned, the scooter will say something like, 'Good 
morning/evening Sir/Madam. May I say how lovely you look today? My-my, 
doesn't your arse fit my saddle nicely. I really am a lucky scooter.' - and stuff 
like that." 

"We don't need mag-lift scooters." Pedro said grumpily. "We don't have 
sufficient funds either." He then led his fellow escapees to the main door... 

 



...where Augustus turned back for a final look at the world that he was about 
to leave forever... 

 

Meanwhile, back in the good old Museum of Future Technology - two new 
arrivals - a young couple who had only been going out together for a week and 
a half - decided to visit the Heroes of the Museum of Future Technology 
exhibit... 

 



Their names were Fledgling McCormack and Spodney Gridlock - and they were 
hopelessly in love. Whilst still in the foyer they'd gazed at posters taken from 
CCTV footage of previous adventures within the museum... 

 

Now they were able to gaze at more of them - plastered on to a main support 
column... 

 

"Gee-whiz,” Fledgling carelessly exhibited his hero-worship with abandon, 
“those Earplug Brothers are so handsome." 



"Not as handsome as you, Fledgling." Spodney replied. "You're more gorgeous 
than all of them put together." 

"Oh, Spodney," Fledgling wailed, "I think you're lovelier than every beautiful 
sunset or perfectly formed rain drop since the beginning of time!" 

Any further utterances on inanity were interrupted by a video of the United 
Stoats Seventh Cavalry in action against robots from the future... 

 

...which the youngsters found very thrilling. But what they most wanted was 
the opportunity to be together - preferably somewhere that their respective 
parents would never dream of looking for them. They chose a botanical garden 
exhibit that dated from twenty-thousand years in the future... 

 



...a time in which every plant is either venomous or semi-sentient. 
After fighting off a particularly aggressive vine system that had wound itself 
around the young girl's neck and was trying to suffocate her, Fledgling and 
Spodney quickly returned to safer ground before they suffered irreparable 
damage -where it became necessary for them to leap aside to avoid an excited 
crowd of earplugs as they raced up a walkway… 

 

They were about to resume their journey, when they were unexpectedly 
confronted by two of the museum's heroes - Magnuss Earplug and his Mars 
adventure side-kick - Yabu Suchs... 

 



Naturally they asked for autographs, and equally naturally the heroes duly 
obliged. 

Spodney was still gushing long after her heroes had departed, when, along the 
walkway, strolled the captain of the K T Woo - Sherriff Sinclair Brooch, with his 
wife (and First Officer) Nancy beside him... 

 

Neither youngster had met an alien before, so they stepped aside politely; 
smiled  sweetly; and prayed that they wouldn't be eaten. 

Quickly moving to the midway point of the walkway, Fledgling and Spodney 
were once again forced aside by a team of Sewage Engineers on an emergency 
call-out... 

 



"Make way! Make way!" The team's captain bellowed as he led them in a mad 
dash to some distant destination within the museum. "There's been a 
cataclysmic escape of untreated ploppy stuff on the lower level. Make way! 
Make way!" 

Quickly recovering, the young couple were then stunned into temporary 
immobility by the sight of the museum's original heroes... 

 

"Hey, dudes," Rudi said to them cheerfully, "you're going the wrong way, 
sho'nuf." 

"That's right." Valentine added. "The action is in this direction." 

Unfortunately neither Rudi nor Valentine paused long enough to explain the 
meaning of their words, so Fledgling and Spodney were left completely in the 
dark as regards the action. So they stopped a rather sad-looking end cap who 
rode an identically coloured plugmutt... 

 



But, like the youngsters, the sad-looking end cap was new in town and knew 
nothing of anything. And all his plugmutt could do was fart. But the end cap did 
conjecture upon the nature of the action: "It sounds like fun." He said. "So I 
wouldn't be even vaguely interested. And neither would my plugmutt." 

This statement confused the two earplugs; so they intercepted two museum 
citizens - this time in the shape of Plopper O'Hooligan and Benjamin Booger... 

 

"Action," Benjamin Booger said, “is what the Museum of Future Technology is 
all about – in both this and my own quantum reality." 

"It is." Plopper confirmed his chum's statement. "So you two go in whatever 
direction you choose – and action is pretty much guaranteed." 

Whilst Fledgling and Spodney absorbed this information (and therefore stood 
around looking slightly furtive), several members of T.W.I.T chose to 
interrogate them... 

 

"Who are you? How did you get in here? And what the heck do you think you're 
doing?" Major Flaccid demanded to know.  



"Which category do you fit?" One of Flaccid's underlings inquired forcefully. 
"Terrorist? Insurgent? School prefect? Or Other?" 

"Um, ‘Other’." Fledgling answered. "Yes, definitely ‘Other’." 

"Hmmm," Major Flaccid hummed doubtfully as he looked them up and down. 
"You look a little young and impressionable to me. That's a dangerous 
combination. I may have to take you to the security office in our headquarters 
at Swottan Hetty - for your own good, and the protection of the museum." 

Both youngsters had heard of the legendary T.W.I.T headquarters. They had 
also heard that anyone taken there never saw the light of day again. Of course 
it could have been total nonsense, but they couldn't take that chance. So they 
stood there and quaked in their nineteen seventies-style platform shoes. 
Fortunately the museum Avatar had been watching events, and so materialised 
beside them on the walkway... 

 

"Oh Major Flaccid, you really are a total tonge." She said in a kindly tone 
through her perpetual smile. "You are a well-meaning grade-A wally. Now be on 
your way, and let these darlings be about their business, and enjoy their visit 
to our beloved museum in peace and quiet." 

A very grateful Fledgling and Spodney were now close to completing their 
traverse of the walkway. But they still had a few more paces to walk - when 
suddenly Auntie Doris and K'Plank the Space Wanderer stepped on to it... 

 



"Oh you sweet young innocent things." Auntie Doris said when she spotted them 
blocking her way, "there's nothing on this side of the walkway that would be of 
any interest for two young earplugs that are so obviously in the first throes of 
love. Turn around and go back. Are your hormones active? Have you tried the 
Swag Bag perchance?" 

Cray-Zee said much the same thing... 

 

...but slightly less eloquently: "It's great: I'm on my way there now!” 

And Mister Plop… 

 

...added: "I was once a grave digger. Unfortunately I was killed in a sewage leak 
and then resurrected by intelligent bacteria. As a result I smell vastly. The 



Swag Bag is the only place where no one seems to notice. This is my third visit 
today!" 

So, accepting the inevitable, the two young earplugs turned around, and made 
for the (seemingly) unmissable Swag Bag... 

 

But then they questioned their reason for being there; realised that it wasn’t 
action that they sought: thought better of it… 

 



... and placed as much distance between themselves and the Swag Bag as they 
could within the limited time frame allotted to them. So they finished up in the 
arboretum... 

 

...where, after a few minutes of deep-breathing exercises, they recovered 
from the shock of being in the presence of so many people with so many 
opinions... 

 

But if only the poor young things had realised that the Swag Bag was a keep-fit 
centre, and that they hurled perfumed water bombs at each other at the end of 
the session, what fun they might have had. Instead they had to wander about 
whilst talking about pop music, sun tan lotion, tidally winks, and fashion. Worse 
still, so deep was their conversation that they made a wrong turn on their way 
back across the Wide Blue Yonder, and found themselves upon a ledge on the 
damaged outer wall of the museum... 



 

"Blast!" Fledgling said when he discovered that he was desperate for a pee. 
"Pardon my French, but despite our best attempts to avoid anything too 
exciting - with no toilet readily available – I’m going to have to tinkle over the 
ledge. You won’t look – will you?" 

Chapter 8 

Whilst Fledgling worried himself sick, far away upon the dusty plain, it was just 
a short while after the four monks had departed Transfer Conduit Station Seven 
- headed for the Museum of Future Technology - when Buttox Barkingwell 
arrived... 

 

"Excuse me," she said to the pair of earplugs who stood nervously at the gate, 
"but I'm a nun who is inexperienced in the ways of the world: do you know how 
to use a transfer conduit?" 

The two earplugs, whose names were Chuffbocks Jangler and Victor Purge, 
didn't have a bloody clue... 



 

"We're both pea farmers." Chuffbocks replied. "We've lived our entire lives in 
the open countryside: we don't even know how to open this door!" 

Well Buttox may have been inexperienced in many ways, but she'd always been 
able to open the Punting-Modesty office door without recourse to a user's 
manual: so she let them all into Station Seven... 

 



She also realised that if the pea farmers were ever to travel anywhere on the 
transfer conduit system, she would need to take them both in hand. 

"Come, my new-found friends," she said to Chuffbocks and Victor, "let us be on 
our way - to wherever this conduit takes us." 

 

"Actually it takes us to the Museum of Future Technology." Victor responded. 
"We may be country bumpkins; but we can read well enough. 

For Buttox one destination was as good as another. "Great." She said. "Let's go." 

And so they entered the station together. 

Such is the way of things that the next arrival at Station Seven was 
accomplished by none other than Don Quibonki, and, of course, the faithful 
Panta Lonez... 

 



When Panta read the sign beside the gate, he turned to Gargantua and Tepid... 

 

"Wow, mag-lift scooters!" He said enthusiastically. Then spoiled it rather, by 
adding: "I wonder what they are!" 

"Nothing that need concern our plugmutts." Don spoke without turning around. 
"They won't be coming with us, I'm afraid: they're too big." 

This startled Panta because he hadn't considered continuing without Tepid... 

 

...and it was with great reluctance and regret that the plugmutts were granted 
their freedom - to go out into the countryside, and munch, crush, ruin, and 
defecate all over as many fields of peas as they could find... 



 

Then Don and Panta looked up at the sign above the main entrance... 

 

...before walking, side by side, towards the automatic doors... 

 



As they passed into the station proper Don couldn't bear to look… 

 

His eyes were still pressed so tightly together that they might have been 
hermetically sealed when the ticket dispensing earplug caught sight of the 
would-be conquistador as Panta led him towards the ticket booth... 

 

Her name was Frenchie Corhampton, and if truth be known, she hadn't 
expected any more customers that late in the day. As a result of this she'd 
already put on her outdoor hat. Now she removed it again so that she could sell 
the handsome earplug and his servant a ticket each... 



 

Once Don held his ticket in his hand he finally allowed himself to relax a 
little... 

 

But as he strolled away beside Panta with a nonchalant gait, Frenchie couldn't 
help herself from watching the sway of his plains-earplug hips. In fact she 
couldn't help herself so much that she re-applied her outdoor hat and closed 
the ticket office five minutes early... 



 

Unbelievably, so enamoured by Don was she that she forgot to switch off the 
ticket office light! 

It was just a short walk from the ticket office, and soon Don and Panta were 
standing in line to watch earlier arrivals at the station transfer to their chosen 
destinations... 

 

But when it came to their turn, much to the technician's annoyance, they 
baulked in fear, and refused to co-operate… 



 

Clearly, being earplugs more used to the wide open spaces of the dusty plain, 
the thought of clambering inside the restricting transfer module brought out a 
primal fear in their subconscious that was not unlike claustrophobia. In fact it 
was claustrophobia - of an intensely severe kind. For a while it appeared that 
their plans for adventuring lay in ruins. Stymied, it seemed, by their upbringing 
and environment. But then something most unexpected happened... 

 

The Mountain Earplug arrived. 

"Boys," he said in a jocular voice, "I couldn't remain upon that mountain a 
moment longer without you. Please let me plunge my cracked and gnarled 
digits deep into my pocket and feel about for my wallet. I wish to join you." 



Well this was exactly the impetus needed to get Don and Panta inside the 
transfer module and demanding instantaneous transportation... 

 

"Thanks for that, old-timer." One of the technicians said as the module lid 
closed. "That old ‘I’m coming with you’ ploy works every time." 

"Ploy?" The confused mountain earplug replied. "That was no ploy. I really 
would like to go with them. I live alone in the mountains. I’m not brave enough 
to go places by myself. I bet you’ve got a nice hut somewhere nearby: can I 
come home with you?" 

Fortunately for the technician, the Transfer Conduit chose that moment to 
transfer its latest passengers... 

 



In a flash, the deluded plains-earplug and his valet were en route to the 
Museum of Future Technology - leaving the ancient mountain earplug bereft. 

Whilst all this had been occurring, a great motor race had been organised inside 
the Museum of Future Technology. The protagonists now posed for publicity 
shots... 

 

The race car drivers comprised a veritable who's who of Museum celebrities. 
Driving for Team Liver was the butcher's favourite - Cyrus Buttcleft (the real 
Cyrus Buttcleft, that is: not the illusory one last seen in the imaginary reality 
created by the mind of artist Anton Twerp):  Sullen the Perp - a recent arrival 
from the alternative 'Evil' reality - drove for Fenster: Naturally Magnuss Earplug 
was involved. Equally naturally he drove for Team Turd: Mister Pong ran his 
own team, which, because he was a restaurateur, he wanted to call Date and 
Fig - after his pet plugmutts; but unfortunately someone miss-translated the 
name into Chinese, and so his team was now known as Date of Manufacture: 
Cray-Zee was asked to drive for his friend Jeremy - and jumped at the chance 
of racing glory: And after exhaustive testing, Team Achtung selected Benjamin 
Booger - not so much for his skills with the steering string; but more for the 
delightful contrast between his green face and the car's striking yellow paint 
work. Of course Rupert Piles was on hand to film the event... 

 



People came from far and wide to spectate - sometimes squeezing two adult 
earplugs into a single-seater replica race car to get there... 

 

Some arrived on plugmutt back... 

 

Most, though, swarmed there on foot... 

 



Watching in the wings, Chester was concerned for his brother's safety... 

 

He said as much to his biological android girlfriend, Agnes Twonk, who, herself, 
could muster no positive thoughts whatsoever about Magnuss. 

But other earplugs were less concerned about the race itself: they were far 
keener to hide the bushes and pinch girl’s bums while they watched the race... 

 



But they would suffer later because their indiscretions had been noticed and 
recorded by the museum's Artificial Intelligence who frowned upon such things 
with a cybernetic fury...  

 

Inevitably, with so many earplugs in one place, there would be accidents... 

 

The lavatories, after all, were only so numerous. The queues were long, and 
many bowels were stretched to breaking point. Also RoboSecGuas were kept 
busy chasing away plugmutts that hadn't learned that it was illegal to leave 
deposits on the walkways... 

 



Of course there were earplugs in the museum that had no interest in motor 
racing whatsoever. The vast majority of them sat quietly in their quarters - 
often in the company of timid plugmutts that were usually named Pootle, 
Pansy, Fluffkins, or Wimp... 

 

Those watching on CCTV saw the end cap engineers and their pseudo-
G'neerbots working to make final adjustments to the racing mag-lift cars... 

 

But when the brave drivers returned from their last-minute visit to the race 
drivers’ toilet... 

 



...the engineers moved off - to allow the drivers to line up on the starting 
grid... 

 

With their magnetic lift motors humming loudly, the drivers engaged 'Drive'; 
disengaged their 'Brains'; and then, as the lights turned green, they were off! 

 

They rocketed along the start straight, where the watching crowd yelled their 
support for their favourite team or driver... 

 



Of course there were some amongst them who would 'mug' unashamedly at 
camera in the vain hope of being noticed by either a movie producer, dress 
designer, magazine magnate, or an elderly rich earplug who liked pretty girls. 

Although Magnuss' lightning reflexes allowed him to get the holeshot, several of 
his competitors drafted past on the straightaway using the slip-streaming 
effect...  

 

Sweeping beneath the futuristic bridge that crossed the track at its fastest 
point, a relaxed-looking Cyrus Buttcleft held a slender lead... 

 



Obviously Rupert Piles couldn't capture the entire race with his single camera, 
so he selected specific locations from where he hoped to record really 
spectacular shots. In particular he chose high-speed sections in which any 
potential crashes would be of the most cataclysmic kind. In this particular case 
he chose the back straightaway... 

 

...which was very straight... 

 

...and very long. Almost infinitely long… 



 

Rupert was in the process of setting up his camera, when a meteorite struck 
unexpectedly very nearby… 

 

Naturally this caught his attention, and he rushed to the rapidly cooling site… 



 

Being, by nature, a dyed-in-the-wool reporter, Rupert turned his camera upon 
the residue left by the meteor strike, which he thought looked odd and 
gooey... 

 

But he had no time for conjecture. He needed to be quick because the racers 
had already made the last turn that carried them on to the back straight... 



 

The fabulous driving skills of Magnuss had allowed the young male earplug to 
regain the lead through the swervery bits of the track. But Mister Pong and 
Benjamin Booger weren’t far behind in Date of Manufacture and Achtung... 

 

The back straightaway was a rather dull section of track - of little interest to 
spectators: so the strange, reclusive being known as Gobby, chose to watch the 
race in solitude there... 



 

So it was he alone who witnessed Magnuss spot the meteor strike and call the 
race to a temporary halt... 

 

But what Magnuss' sharp eyes had acquired was the sight of Rupert Piles face 
down beside his up-ended 3D camera – and, being good citizens, they all went 



to investigate. But what none of the supremely skilled racing drivers could 
possibly have known was that Rupert had been overcome by a deadly gas given 
off by the object from outer space... 

 

Gobby was still approaching the scene when he saw the entire race entry drop 
dead... 

 

"Holy heck!" He squeaked in horror. 



Fortunately for everyone involved, Gobby was the only person in the museum 
with an innate talent for chronological manipulation. Or, to put it another way, 
he was the only person who could reverse the wheel of time, and make the 
race repeat Magnuss’ preferred swervery section... 

 

So as, once more, the (now living) racers leapt their machines across the 
uneven ground of the swervery section... 

 

...Gobby cordoned off the meteor strike area before the meteor actually 
struck, and hid it behind a bush that he made grow very quickly indeed. He 



then side-tracked Rupert by dropping his trousers and showing him the 
strawberry birthmark emblazoned upon his right buttock.   

Meanwhile Magnuss was making good progress through the field... 

 

In his pathetic attempts to match the speed of Magnuss, Cray-Zee lost control of 
Jeremy, and was thrown into a bramble... 

 

...where he received superficial scratches to his face, hands, and (very sadly) 
his backside. "Darn it." He whimpered philosophically. "That'll teach me!" 



Naturally he withdrew from the race to suck out the poison - whilst the 
competition raced away... 

 

So tragedy was avoided, and soon it was on to the Woven Expanse and the next 
section of the hugely long track... 

 



...upon which a talent for the mysterious art of map reading and innate path-
finding skills were advantageous... 

 

Unfortunately Mister Pong lacked that particular capability - and went his 
merry way... 

 

…whilst the others wondered what the heck he was doing. In fact Mister Pong 
ran so off the official track that his mag-lift motor stopped receiving the 
museum's broadcast power, and promptly stalled… 



 

He was effectively marooned in the middle of the Woven Expanse; and he was 
not happy about it. "Bum!" He roared. But nobody heard him because he was all 
alone. 

The track then took the racers to the jungle from twenty thousand years in the 
future. It was probably the most hazardous section, and many of the drivers 
had been unable to obtain health insurance to traverse it. Spiteful vines lashed 
at them as they raced by. Benjamin Booger was forced to hop Achtung over a 
mobile root that had tried to trip his buggy... 

 



Magnuss was grateful for his sharp wits and speedy reactions to avoid a 
terrifying insect attack... 

 

But poor Cyrus Buttcleft was less well blessed, and a vine knocked him clean 
out of Liver's cockpit... 

 

 Once they had passed the hidden meteor site, they hit a series of uneven 
undulations on the Whoop-de-Doos section. To those watching, it seemed that 
the race was rapidly running short of competitors. The Whoops, as they were 
better known, required excellent throttle control and a loose hand on the 
tiller... 



 

Unfortunately Benjamin Booger possessed only the latter. Seeing the straight 
track ahead he allowed his leaden throttle foot to push the pedal to the metal; 
but in doing so he discovered that gravity alone was insufficient to keep 
Achtung nailed to the race track, and soon he was soaring... 

 



...from the top of a whoop - only to come crashing back to earth in the residue 
of the cataclysmic escape of ploppy stuff that the emergency sewage team had 
dealt with earlier in the day... 

 

"Flip!" Benjamin Booger cried when he'd recovered enough consciousness to be 
aware of his immediate surroundings, "Poop in this dimension is almost twice as 
aromatic as the kaka in mine!" 

This incident meant that now only two racers remained to claim the winner's 
prize. Sullen the Purp (seen here outside his apartment in a publicity shot)... 

 

...and Magnuss Earplug (seen here upon a space buggy from CCTV footage 
captured on his first visit to the museum)... 



 

As Magnuss swept into the semi-darkness of the underground hover pad park, 
its residents - former running-back, Dan Down'n'out, and the Stenchlingers - 
Horst and Greta, and their guest, Miles - cheered in a subtle display of loyalty... 

 

Well Dan, Horst, and Greta did. Miles was too scared to cheer - lest it put 
Magnuss off and cause him to crash horribly. But, ironically it wasn't Magnuss 
that Miles didn't put off his stroke: it was Sullen - whom he did put off his 
stroke, by having a quick wee up one of the support columns. Naturally Sullen 
crashed straight into it when his mag-lift guide sensor was momentarily short-
circuited by the rapidly pooling urine that lay between the underside of his 
race car and the sub-surface information technology conduit buried in the 
floor… 



 

"Earplug wee." Horst said wisely, as he shook his head sadly and pulled Sullen 
to his feet. "Surely a force for good - or evil." 

This, of course, allowed Magnuss to round the last corner... 

 

...and receive the plaudits from the crowd, and a big kiss from one of the 
prettier crew members of the K T Woo, whose name no one could recall, but 
whom they thought was very pretty indeed... 



 

...much to the annoyance of his competitors, who all fancied Ada Muffin, and 
who would have liked nothing more than to invite her to join them around the 
back of the bicycle shed for a prolonged snogging session...  

 

"What a waste!" Sullen sulked as he rubbed a bruised knee. 

"But he's already got a fabulous girlfriend." Cyrus Buttcleft complained as he 
felt the lump on his head. 

Benjamin Booger said nothing. Instead he remained mute and hoped that no 
one would notice how badly he smelt. 

"That's the last discounted meal he gets at the Snozzle Nozzle." Mister Pong 
stated vengefully. 

"Let's beat him up." Cray-Zee suggested. 

But they didn't, of course: Magnuss was a much-loved hero of the museum after 
all. So, in the end, when all was said and done, they were forced to accept 



defeat gracefully, and everyone went 'round to Auntie Doris's house for a cup 
of tea and a huge slice of lemon drizzle cake. 

Chapter 9 

The celebrations of Magnuss' victory went on and on - deep into the night... 

 

This coincided with the arrival of the four former monks, who were thoroughly 
enjoying the sensation of running up the Down ramp... 

 

Then, with no real plan of action, they decided to break up into pairs and 
explore. Flaccidus and Augustus went in one direction: Pedro and Rodney in 
the other. It was Flaccidus and Augustus who made the first discovery... 



 

"By the yarn in my holey vest!" Flaccidus exclaimed in delight as he looked 
down from a high vantage point. "They have soldiery here: we can make a 
living!" 

And indeed the monks could, for what the two pink earplugs had spotted was 
nothing less than manna from heaven for them. Worstworld's errant Seventh 
Cavalry contingent drilled upon Glazed Park, which they had seconded; fenced 
badly; and made into their parade ground... 

 

It appeared to those watching that the members of the United Stoats Seventh 
Cavalry were far from enjoying their drill... 



 

This was partly because, since their heroic action against impossible odds 
during the liberation of the Museum of Future Technology, their numbers had 
been swelled by new recruits. These new recruits not only needed 'licking into 
shape' before they could become bona fide cavalry plugs; but they also gave off 
a great deal of body heat as they marched up and down, which formed a heat 
haze that was not only hard to see through, but was also stiflingly hot and 
sweat-inducing... 

 

"Hey," a new recruit whispered to his platoon corporal... 

 



..."I bet it was never this hot on Worstworld." 

And indeed it had not been. The three grizzled sergeants who commanded the 
troop sweltered beneath their regulation hats… 

 

"Sod this for a game of soldiers." Wetpatch Wilton growled. "I've had enough of 
this nonsense. Parade dismissed!" 

Above them, the watching monks moved off to a quiet spot where they would 
be unobserved and unheard - in this case an ornamental garden just off the 
main thoroughfare... 

 

They waited until a group of passers-by had…um… passed by, before, with a 
lowered voice, Flaccidus spoke: 



 

"Did you steal those plans from the Punting-Modesty office, like I told you to?" 
He asked eagerly. 

"What - for the Sputum GT250A Attack Cycle, you mean?" Augustus asked in 
response. 

"Indeed I do." Flaccidus replied. "With those blueprints, and a half-way decent 
engineering shop, we can build a prototype Sputum GT250A, and sell it to the 
Seventh Cavalry!" 

Augustus was impressed with his friend's presence of mind. And his forward 
planning too. He'd thought of something that Augustus, Pedro, or Rodney would 
not have considered in a million years. But he thought he saw one minor flaw in 
Flaccidus' plan: "But cavalry ride plugmutts." He pointed out. 

But Flaccidus had a ready answer. "Only under sufferance, no doubt." He said. 
"But if they were offered something better. Something that didn't keep trying 
to defecate when their backs are turned. Something that doesn't break wind at 
the drop of a hat. Something that doesn't live in a stable that needs raking out 
at the end of the week..." 

Augustus felt that he stood upon the cusp of understanding what his chum was 
suggesting. "Yeah: so?" He said. 

"Imagine if you will," Flaccidus replied cheerfully, and not a little 
conspiratorially, "their first sight of a Sputum GT250A." 

Because they had lived together in the monk's dormitory since childhood, 
Augustus had no difficulty visualising the image that Flaccidus' mind had 
conjured up... 



 

"Yeah." He said as the potentially infinite possibilities presented themselves to 
him. "Let's get the others in on this. Four heads are definitely better than two." 

Of course, had either Flaccidus or Augustus known what was happening just a 
short distance from them, they would have felt certain that their infant plan 
would soon grow into a titanic adult and meet with phenomenal success... 

 

"I don't know that we made a wise decision when we stowed away aboard Ship 
Number Fifteen." Staff Sergeant Wetpatch Wilton complained to Staff Sergeant 
Jo Frayzer. "I know that we don't have to patrol that bloody radiation-seared 
desert anymore: but in every other respect life is just the same as it was 
before - only now we have all the responsibility of command." 

"Yes." Joe agreed. "Saddle soreness is a real big problem. And we still aint got 
no fighter planes either. We still got to ride plugmutts. And, you know - that 
Woven Expanse is even bigger than Worstworld’s desert region!" 



"Talking of plugmutts," Wetpatch interrupted, "while you were taking a leak 
behind that huge hibiscus, I got a semaphore signal from the stable lad. I copied 
it down on my scarf. Wanna read it?" 

A minute later they arrived at the plugmutt corral... 

 

"What's the problem?" Wetpatch inquired. 

"Well," the Stable Lad began to explain the reason for his summoning of the 
Sergeants... 

 

..."I've been checking the records of our plugmutts..." 

"Well?" Joe demanded when the Stable Lad seemed reticent to continue. 

"Well, I hate to say this, Sarge," the Stable Lad replied nervously, "but I've been 
checking our plugmutt's records; and the fact is...we can't ride 'em anymore. 
They're past their Use-By date. They're too old. We're going to have ride 
something else. Possibly each other. We could take turns." 



This was truly terrible news for both sergeants: a cavalry troop without mounts 
wasn't cavalry at all: it was infantry; and infantry were only good for crawling 
about in the mud. 

"I don't care what it costs," Wetpatch said as they walked back to Glazed Park... 

 

..."but we gotta find something else to ride - and fast!" 

At about this time, arriving from the transfer conduit station, Don Quibonki and 
Panta Lonez wandered along their first Up ramp... 

 

They had thoroughly enjoyed the trip from the dusty plain, and were confident 
that they would find a buyer for their amber goo very quickly indeed. 

Not far away from where they rode the Up ramp, Auntie Doris was out and 
about with her hover wheelbarrow... 



 

She had always possessed an uncanny talent for detecting amber shards, and on 
this particular day she felt lucky. 

"I've managed to find enough amber shards to power the port engine of 
K’Plank’s flying saucer." She said to herself as she pushed her load towards her 
alien boyfriend's apartment. "Now if I can just find a little bit more for the 
starboard engine, everything should be fine. I only need about a nose-full. But 
where shall I look?" 

Whilst Auntie Doris was deciding where next to visit in search of amber shards, 
Frenchie Corhampton’s arrival... 

 

...strongly suggested that she was quickly developing an unhealthy obsession 
for the would-be conquistador. Fortunately for Don, he spotted her through a 
crack in the wall of the pissoire he was using currently - and ducked down from 
sight. Thereafter he slipped out and ran off in the opposite direction – where, 
by sheerest chance, he encountered Auntie Doris… 

 



"I say, elderly female," he roared by way of introduction, "what's that golden 
stuff in your strange wheel-less wheelbarrow?" 

"That, young-ish male," Doris replied, "is the stuff of dreams. They are amber 
shards." 

Don recalled what the two short-arses in The House of Gits had said about 
amber shards. "Might I be correct in thinking that amber shards can be 
produced from amber goo?" He asked. 

"Generally," Doris answered, "amber shards come pre-packed and complete - 
popped out of biological android super-soldier’s bottoms: but yes, amber goo 
will do nicely - especially if it is highly radio-active and has been allowed to 
mature in a dark, warm place." 

Don nodded quietly, whilst Panta said: "Does it pay well?" 

"Amber goo?" 

"Yes." 

"I'd pay ten Plugentos for a single gram - if I could find any." Auntie Doris 
replied. Then her nose began to twitch - a sure sign that she stood within close 
proximity to amber goo. "I have the distinct feeling that your nostrils are close 
to bursting." She said - before adding, hopefully, "You wouldn't have some 
amber goo up there - would you? If so - I'll take the lot." 

Moments later both Don and Panta had dropped their pretence and began 
picking and poking and causing themselves considerable discomfort... 

 

...which caused them to produce a prodigious amount of intestinal gas. But, 
eventually, they managed to squeeze out a substantial amount of the sought-
after material, which set Doris' heart aflutter... 



 

"It's a bit bogey-soiled." Doris complained. "I'll give you eight Plugentos per 
gram: amber shard cleaning doesn't come cheap you know. It’s radioactive 
after all!" 

Don jumped at eight Plugentos: he'd never imagined such wealth. And before 
you could say 'Horatio Horseblanket', the deal was done; and Doris was on her 
way... 

 

...safe in the knowledge that her beloved K'plank now possessed sufficient 
amber shards to carry his ship across space to a distant world, and through time 
to the year Ten Sixty-Six, where he could finally have cosmetic surgery upon 
his hideous beard. 

It had been a while since anyone had seen or heard the recently invented 
Pseudo G'neerbots. When RoboSecGua received the relevant report in the 
security suite, it became alarmed and duly checked the internal scanner in 
search of them... 

 



"Nothing." The Robot Security Guard chief reported back to the End Cap 
engineers. "What the heck have you done with them, you blundering bozos?" 

Confused almost beyond endurance, the End Caps decided to initiate a physical 
search for the missing automatons... 

 

"After all," one of them said from atop a tall habitation block, "they're clever 
little bleeders and technically brilliant; they could have hacked into the 
security scanners and blinded them." 

"Can't see them from up here." His colleague replied. "Guess we're gonna have 
to get down to floor level." 

A short elevator ride later... 

 



"Can't see 'em down here either." He continued in a puzzled tone. "Guess we're 
gonna have to look in a whole bunch of places." 

"I concur." The other agreed. "Let's call in for some help. 'Boots on the ground' 
and all that." 

"Maybe an eye in the sky too, perhaps?" His buddy suggested. 

So five minutes later the Martian War Robots that had come visiting from The 
Future Museum of Mars were enlisted and instructed to destroy-on-sight... 

 

Also Valentine dropped what he was doing and scanned the museum from the 
cockpit of the Punting-Modesty XL5... 

 



Earplugs volunteered to help search some of the (as yet) unfinished or damaged 
parts of the museum... 

 

But they quickly realised that the earplug-sized robots had the ability to hide 
anywhere - even somewhere up high – where earplugs were loath to go because 
of their innate vertigo... 

 

Then weird stuff began to happen. Vic and Bob - the former zombies - had 
decided to invite their girlfriends, Mandy and Candy - the former 
championship-winning farting weightlifters - to revisit their old haunts... 

 



...namely the Woven Expanse. But a few minutes after arriving at the scene of 
their first adventure together, something quite inexplicable happened... 

 

The light went all wonky. 

"Oh Vic," Mandy screamed in horror, "the light has gone all wonky. Hold me!" 
But when Vic complied with her request, she added: "But not there precisely - 
and with a less tenacious grip, thank you." 

Elsewhere similar things were happening to others... 

 

"Blinking heck," Bert Frogget - the former actor, best known for playing 
children's favourite, Aquaplug, exclaimed, "this has really cacked me up. It's 
like standing on the hull of a space ship in flight. The only thing that 
distinguishes this from reality is the fact that I’m not in the process of 
exploding in the vacuum of space!" 



Chapter 10 

By chance, at that very moment, twins Chester and Miles Earplug were 
checking out the unfinished areas of the refurbished museum... 

 

"Haven't they made a swell job of this place, Miles?" Chester said as he looked 
around with admiration. 

"I'll say." Miles replied enthusiastically. "They're all flipping geniuses - those 
curators. Full of ideas. And hard-working too. If this was a democracy, I’d vote 
for them every time!" 

"I think that Cushions Smethwyke is smashing." Chester confessed. "I'd really 
like to squeeze her buttocks. It would be great to hear them honk. Would you 
like to hear them honk, Miles?" 

Whilst Miles was considering his response, they discovered an artefact that 
didn't appear on their list of unfinished projects... 

 



"Crikey, Miles." Chester said as he struggled to keep a feeling of 
trepidatitiousness from entering his voice, lest it worry his brother. "I wonder 
what this does." 

Miles and Chester didn't need to gird their loins and pluck up the courage to 
enter the undesignated structure: they were far too naturally brave for that. 
"Hey, Chester," Miles hissed when he found some winking lights, "check this 
out. There's some buttons for us to push." 

 

Well Chester didn't waste a nanosecond in thought before he replied: "Yo, 
Miles; go for it." 

So Miles pressed the buttons in the only logical sequence - that being all at 
once. The result was... 

 

"Ugh?" They said as one. "How did we get here?" 



"Where is here?" Miles added. 

"Have we moved?" Chester asked his troubled twin, "Or has our environment 
changed its appearance?" 

"Good question, Brother." Miles replied as they began to explore the immediate 
area. "I think this is extremely wierdsville - a bit like Anton Twerp's imaginary 
reality: we need to investigate." 

 

Meanwhile Buttox and her two new chums, Chuffbocks Jangler and Victor 
Purge, had arrived and were making their less than grand entrance... 

 

Being inexperienced in high-technology environments, all three of them 
became hopelessly lost, and made wrong turning after wrong turning. 
Eventually they found themselves in the bowels of the museum... 



 

After an hour of aimless wandering they seemed to have made no progress at 
all... 

 

"Bloody hell, this museum is a boring hole!" Chuffbocks exclaimed as he rubbed 
his painful feet. 

"A boring hole?" Buttox queried. "Like a hole that's made by a drill, you mean?" 

"No, you dimbat." Victor growled. "He means this hole is really dull." 

Buttox wasn't used to be called a dimbat. As a result she took out the hat that 
the cork gods had given her, and suggested that Chuffbocks and Victor get lost. 
Seconds later... 

 



"Well blow me down!" She squealed an exclamation as she whipped the hat 
from her head and buried it in her back pocket as quickly as her deft fingers 
would allow. "This hat is potential Hot Stuff! I wonder where those fellows 
disappeared to." 

Then she went in search of a way out of the metallic catacombs... 

 

Elsewhere staff and visitors to the museum were experiencing strange 
phenomena. Simon the Smiley Space Squid seemed to appear to them, which 
was clearly impossible because Simon was a fictional character in a popular 
accordion catalogue, and could only be seen when its image was projected 
upon low clouds during the hours of darkness... 

 

"Hey, guys," everyone thought they heard him say, "wanna smell my solar 
wind?" 



Others had far more terrifying visions, especially when the ceiling took on the 
appearance of a night sky that belonged in an alternative reality... 

 

Even brave crew members of the K T Woo became disturbed by the sight of the 
unreal space scene... 

 

But as it spread to include the wall, even stalwart astronauts began to feel 
decidedly nauseous... 

 



What none of these characters knew was that they weren't alone in their 
experience of strange phenomena. At the virtual drop of a hat, a group of 
cheerful green earplug visitors were plunged into the darkness of night... 

 

And others suffered electronic guide malfunctions that led them into deserted 
parts of the museum - where they found themselves utterly alone and fearful 
for their sanity… 

 

As indeed did others, in the water reclamation plant, who thought they saw 
strange earplugs with really scary eyes that glowed in the dark... 



 

But these were mere illusory sightings. For others, experiences were only too 
real. Others like Captain Sinclair Brooch; his wife Nancy; and the curator, 
Hakking Chestikov... 

 

...who were in the act of stepping on to the Woven Expanse, when the very 
fabric of the Expanse seemed to disintegrate before their eyes and rise up like 
some devastating sand storm... 



 

"This is your museum, Hak: whatta ya think?" Sinclair enquired of Hakking 
Chestikov. 

But Hakking found that he had insufficient time to author a reply. Instead, 
Nancy yelled: "Run, in the name of all that's holy heck; run!" 

 

So they did - as did Huget and Betty Johnson, who were standing upon the 
opposite side of the expanse, and now ran from a sand storm that roiled like a 
volcanic pyroclastic flow that advanced towards them threateningly... 

 

In fact the sandstorm was consuming the entire expanse... 



 

...and Vic, Bob, Mandy, and Candy felt ever so slightly threatened. In fact the 
two former zombies and their ex-weightlifting girlfriends felt so threatened 
that they rushed to the first place of relative safety that presented itself... 

 

And that place was the legendary Fallout Shelter Seven - an edifice made 
famous when several customers took shelter in it when the hyperspace end cap 
invasion force landed the year previous, and scared the pants off everyone... 

 



By chance Magnuss and Hair-Trigger had also sought sanctuary in the same 
shelter. In an effort to raise morale they quickly erected some lighting rigs; 
built a makeshift stage: placed their novelty sombreros upon their dainty 
heads; and performed a two-handed version of Los Caballeros Stupido... 

 

This went down very well with the captive audience, and almost everyone 
joined it with the chorus; "Ooh, we're the Caballeros Stupido, and we like to 
shave our hairy legs". 

 

Meanwhile Rikki, the maintenance technician, stared down at the ruin below 
from the outer wall, and shook his head sadly... 



 

"Flip." He said. "Look at the size of that dent. This is gonna cost a fortune in 
overtime. I wonder who's responsible: maybe we can sue." 

Inside Fallout Shelter Seven, a recent arrival at the museum tried to comfort 
his plugmutt... 

 

"Fear not, Beetle," he whispered, despite the disharmonious caterwauling from 
the makeshift stage, "I'll find those responsible for placing us in this untenable 
situation, and kick them right up the jacksey." 



But if the black end cap had known the truth, he might have rephrased his 
quiet verbal outburst; because events had been set in motion several days 
earlier in the week. During the battle (for control of the Museum of Future 
Technology) with the robots from the future, one particular robot (that was, at 
the time, retreating towards the Tunnel Temporal in search of escape from 
certain defeat) had spotted the gaily twinkling lights of the Suspended 
Animation Wall control panel... 

 

In a moment of cybernetic pique, it took instant umbrage. It then did what any 
angry robot would do: it let loose blindly with its disintegrator beam and high-
energy laser... 

 

...leaving the panel a flaming pile of electronic scrap... 



 

What it couldn't possibly have known - when it committed this heinous crime - 
was that by interrupting the power to the wall, the suspended animation circuit 
was switched off. As a consequence of this, the three prisoners upon it began 
to awaken... 

 

And these prisoners were two earplug thugs and a robot that had been built in 
an eleventh century Irish peat bog. They were followers of none other than the 
delusional would-be dictator, Mister Zinc, and his android girlfriend, Blue! 

 



It took a while for Slavemaster One and Mister Zinc's henchmen to fully thaw 
out, but once they could feel the end of their collective nose once more, they 
quickly laid their plans... 

 

And those plans included freeing their master from the tyranny of being 
transformed into a plugmutt. 

"We gotta grab that artist guy." One of the thugs stated eloquently. 

"Yeah." The other replied. "And give him a good kicking." 

"Of course you refer to Anton Twerp." Slavemaster One spoke last, but most 
tellingly. "It was he who punished Mister Zinc and his android girlfriend, Blue, 
by using his astonishingly verdant imagination to change them both into 
plugmutts. Clearly only he - and he alone - can return them to their proper 
state. We will abduct him and persuade him to reverse the process by which he 
transformed Mister Zinc into a pet. " 

It was a great idea, but not one of them could accurately recall exactly what 
Twerp looked like. 

"He had big scary eyes." One thug remembered. 

"Yeah," the other agreed. "Big and scary. Anything else?" 

Of course further descriptions were conspicuous by their absence. 

"I know," Slavemaster said to break the embarrassing silence that followed, 
"we'll accost every strange earplug with big scary eyes, and demand they 
identity themselves. It might take a while, but that way we'll eventually 
stumble across the artist we seek." 

It was an inspired idea – worthy of Mr Zinc himself. So, a few minutes later... 



 

"Who the heck are you?" The thugs demanded of Hugh J’ampton. 

When Hugh answered, Slavemaster One replied. "Jolly good; carry on; and sod 
off, if you know what’s good for you." 

And when two more ugly guys happened by, they were given similar short 
shrift... 

 

And when Pinky Stinkerton and Benjamin D'isaster arrived from the opposite 
direction... 

 



...Slavemaster One began to have doubts about his cunning plan. But those 
doubts were swept away upon a tidal wave of cyber-exaltation when a certain 
Anton Twerp waltzed by… 

 

"I know you!" Slavemaster One boomed... 

 

"Of course you do." Anton Twerp replied with disdain. "I'm the great artist - 
Anton Twerp." 

"I thought it was you." Slavemaster One snarled. "What have you done with our 
master and his android girlfriend, Blue - you egotistical git? Answer quickly and 
accurately, or my henchmen will lift and separate your nostrils, and then poke 
them into your eyes." 

Anton didn’t much enjoy the thought of a bifurcated nose. Consequently, five 
minutes later... 



 

"Er, here they are." Twerp stammered as he released his pet plugmutts from 
the communal kennel. 

"Excellent." Slavemaster One replied. "Now un-do your handiwork." 

Despite his fear and trepidation, Twerp was able to summon up the mental 
power to reverse the process whereby Zinc and Blue had been transformed... 

 

"Thank flip for that." Zinc said when his wits had returned. "I was sick and tired 
of cocking my leg and sniffing plugmutt rear ends – though not at the same 
time, obviously. Right - tell me; what's going on?" 



Chapter 11 

Whilst Mister Zinc was being 'brought up to speed' concerning events that had 
transpired since his transformation and his acolyte’s incarceration, Anton 
Twerp was thrown into his own plugmutt kennel, where he was forced to stand 
between two examples of his lesser-known works - the waxwork effigies of two 
famous old-time actors, Douglas Spermwhale Junior and Rita Hayloft... 

 

For some reason that he couldn't explain, Twerp felt uncomfortable in their 
company. He wondered if it might be his imagination at work. He hoped not: he 
had a very well-developed imagination, and a positively frightening sub-
conscious. Both the former and the latter were confirmed when the waxwork 
Douglas said: "Hello, Anton; we've been waiting for such a very long time to 
meet you." 

 

And Rita added menacingly: "Come on, Twerp; show us your wallet: you’re 
gonna pay for all of your crimes against art." 



Fortunately Mister Zinc never heard Twerp's scream of terror, because he was 
too busy elsewhere, reviewing security footage... 

 

"Show me some other camera angles." He demanded. "There must be something 
I can use against the powers-that-be." 

An hour later... 

 

"Stop: what are those things?" He snapped. 

"Servo-mechanisms." Slavemaster One explained. "Built by some guest End Cap 
engineers, and based upon alien technology from a planet called Worstworld. 
They're pseudo-G'neerbots. They’ve gone missing. The authorities have been 
searching for them everywhere. I think they see them as a potential threat." 



Zinc nodded sagely. "Hmm,” he…er…hummed. “I think I can use these devices. 
If my old facility still exists, deep beneath the disused hover pad park, we can 
use some of the equipment therein to remotely control our little robotic 
chums, and bend them to our will. Or, to be more precise: my will. Quickly: to 
work: we have a museum to rule!"  

So, a short while later, as the faux G'neerbots happily performed completely 
free-thinking and unnecessary maintenance work upon the arboretum weather 
control machine.... 

 

...invisible waves took control of their robotic brains. Soon they were marching 
across the Wide Blue Yonder... 

 



Naturally, because of its geographical position, after that they traversed the 
Woven Expanse... 

 

And after that they entered the museum proper and snuck down deserted 
alleys and quiescent corridors... 

 

Thereafter they quickly crossed the square in which street artists produced 
delightful examples of their fabulous work for the benefit of the public... 

 



...and finally entered a paint shop... 

 

...inside which they underwent a visual transformation... 

 

They were all coated in a colour that most pleased Mister Zinc: zinc. 

"By the Saint of All Earplugs," the third in line said to the second, "your cyber-
bum looks great in this vaguely silvery hue: It's all I can do to keep my ocular 
lenses off it!" 

Of course, elsewhere in the museum, the end cap engineers and their earplug 
assistants continued to search for their creations... 



 

But Zinc made sure that his new tools were kept safely hidden from view. Only 
when they were certain that no one was around, did they creep out from their 
hiding places... 

 

"Right then," the red-eyed faux G'neerbot whispered, "let's get to work." 

Zinc had it all planned. Soon his robotic slaves were entering a very important 
control dome... 



 

Once inside, the G'neerbots began realigning the control mechanisms that 
effected many areas of the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

"Hey," the blue-eyed G'neerbot cried out with cyber-glee, "this is fun!" 

The first that anyone knew that control of the museum had been usurped was 
when the end cap engineers became trapped behind impenetrable force fields 
that seemed to appear out of nowhere... 

 



"Yikes!" They said. "Trapped in here like this we can be of no use whatsoever to 
the curators. The battle for control of the museum appears to have been lost 
before we were able to fire a single metaphorical shot in our defence!"   

Naturally the next step for Zinc was a demonstration of his power. He had the 
faux G'neerbots create the tornado upon the Woven Expanse that had sent 
earplugs scuttling to the fall-out shelters. Then he said: "Right, I wanna go on 
TV. Get me a TV camera and someone to point it at me." 

The first, and only, choice was Rupert Piles... 

 

Rupert didn't give a hoot who he took pictures of - just as long as it was news-
worthy and they paid well. 

"Sure," he said when Zinc explained his requirements, "do ya want a large static 
camera or something that's a little more portable?" 

 

"Both." Zinc replied. "I like fail safes and backups. Price is of no consequence." 



So once the deal was agreed, they set off for a suitable studio backdrop. In an 
atypical act of generosity, Zinc had his thugs drag Rupert's cameras behind 
them for him... 

 

So it wasn't long before Zinc and his cohorts went before camera. 

"Make us look impressive." Zinc instructed Rupert Piles. "I want to look big and 
full of my own self-esteem." 

 

"How's that?" Rupert replied as he altered the camera angle. 

"Lovely." Blue answered on behalf of her earplug heart-throb. "Are we on air 
yet?" 

Fortunately for the occupants of Fallout Shelter Seven... 



 

...Magnuss and Hair-Trigger had accidentally fallen through an ageing trapdoor 
that lay hidden beneath their jury-rigged stage; and now everyone had slipped 
unseen from the shelter - along a damp, dark, subterranean tunnel; and finally 
into the museum proper - where Hair-Trigger went immediately to a solicitor's 
office where she hoped to finalize her divorce to her bounty-hunting, show-off, 
womanizing husband, Hunting Provost... 

 

This left Magnuss alone for a while. So he decided to see what the museum's 
daily news bulletin had to say upon a public wall screen. He was surprised to 
find the image of a worried-looking Artificial Intelligence staring back at him...  



 

"This is terrible." The A.I screamed almost unintelligibly. "I've sealed all the 
exits. I've locked down all the ports and travel ways. This museum is officially 
at Def Con Five! 

Magnuss and all the other inhabitants of the museum wondered what the heck 
was going on. This included Los Tapones De España who had only just returned 
to join in the refurbishment celebrations... 

 

"El Diablo!" Dani exclaimed. "What a lousy time to turn up. We should have 
stayed on the sunny costa and topped up our tans. Bum wipe!" 



And he wasn't alone in his grief... 

 

One individual who witnessed Zinc's address actually threw up. And when the 
curators saw the living embodiment of dictatorial stupidity upon their 
scanner... 

 

...they knew, for certain, that they were going to need help. 

That help stood alone in a corridor and looked up at the image of Zinc upon the 
public wall screen... 



 

A resolution to fight injustice once again filled Magnuss' soul. So he linked 
telepathically with his four brothers. 

Unaware of the situation on the Woven Expanse, or the resurrection of Mr Zinc, 
Rudi and Val were out walking with their exotic restaurant girlfriends Yu-Wah 
and Wah-Hey... 

 

Valentine had seen the test transmission, and thought that it was a tasteless 
joke, so had ignored it... 



 

But now that he discovered the horrible truth, he and Rudi excused 
themselves... 

 

...which really annoyed Yu-Wah and Wah-Hey because they'd been working all 
night in Mister Pong's restaurant, and all they really wanted was a round of 
open-air sandwiches, some ginger beer, and some hockey practise in the park 
with their favourite earplugs.  

"Do you really have to go?" Yu-Wah said in her usual grumpy manner. "Now we'll 
have to pick up two complete strangers or indulge in some experimental 
boccadillo-munching with Los Tapones de España." 

"Magnuss." Rudi ‘telepathed’ Magnuss, "Can you give us two minutes. In the 
meantime try to make contact with Miles and Chester." 



The final two brothers were currently exploring the mysterious domain that, by 
rights, should not have existed... 

 

...and (typically) they were thoroughly enjoying themselves. Then the mental 
call came through, and they paused to listen to Magnuss' message. They were 
not amused. 

 

"Boccadillo-munching?" Chester roared in anger. "How tasteless!" 



"We'll be right there." Miles answered his distant and invisible brother. "Once 
we figure out where we are." 

Magnuss had a thought. "No," his mind said in reply, "stay there. There's 
nothing you can do to fight off this evil that threatens the museum right now. 
You may be of greater use where you are. Your last-minute intervention from 
an alternate realm, or whatever it is you're in, might save the day." 

Magnuss' logic was impeccable, and his brothers recognised this as being a 
fundamental truth. "Will do." Chester answered quietly now that he'd managed 
to eject from his mind the image of Yu-Wah and Wah-Hey gorging themselves of 
great hunks of spicy processed meat in thick-cut slabs of white bread. 
"Meanwhile we'll try to figure out how to get home." 

Meanwhile, in the TV studio the dispassionate Mister Zinc stared straight into 
the camera lens… 

 

"So," he said in conclusion, "I expect the front door key - and the four-digit 
security code - placed upon the third table to the left in the café that 
specialises in really gruesome coffee, by night fall. I think it’s called Café Puke. 
If you fail to comply with my demand – just remember this: bad things happen. 
And this really bad stuff will happen one second after midnight." 

Cushions Smethwyke couldn't bear to look at the screen any longer... 

 



"Oh crikey," she screamed in horror, "we're doomed. We don't have the front 
door key. It's been sent off to have a duplicate made. And as regards the four-
digit security code: well I never could remember it, so I changed it to a three-
digit code. It's One Two Three.” 

Then her voice climbed through three octaves and echoed around the vast 
edifice like a banshee wail… 

 

“But how can I convince that brainless pseudo-automaton of the truth? I can't. 
He's a moron. A dead-head. Like I said before, at some point: we're all 
doomed!" 

The End (for now) 
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